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HomeLink®

The industry standard for comprehensive,
reliable vehicle-to-home automation

H

omeLink is the industry’s most widely used and trusted car-to-home automation system,
with nearly 100 million HomeLink-equipped vehicles on the road today. HomeLink consists
of vehicle-integrated programmable buttons that use radio frequency (RF) and/or cloudbased wireless control to operate garage doors, gates, home lighting, thermostats, smart

outlets, security systems, and other compatible home automation devices.
The latest version of HomeLink is our most sophisticated yet. We’ve improved package space,
weight, programming ease and frequency range/accuracy. It’s also a global solution, with a common
module working in multiple markets. And, it’s capable of providing two-way communication to
the vehicle, allowing it to acknowledge the last known garage door open/close status.

MULTIP LE INTEGR AT ION OPT IO NS
◼ Mirror-integrated
◼ Sun visor & overhead console
◼ Center console touch screens
◼ Accessory modules

EASY TO PRO GR A M

CO MPAT IB L E

Most systems can be programmed

Works with a variety of parking barriers,

in minutes

garage doors, gates, and an ever-growing
list of RF-controlled devices

BAT T ERY F R EE

ID EA L LO CAT ION

Powered by your vehicle’s electrical

Control multiple RF devices from

system, it never needs batteries

inside your vehicle

HOME L INK CONNEC T ®
To leverage HomeLink’s cloud-based wireless communication, Gentex introduced HomeLink
Connect — a home automation app that grants drivers access to an increasing array of cloudbased home automation devices from their vehicle.
Once configured, the app allows users to activate home automation
devices from a simple HomeLink button press in their vehicle, without
the need to fumble with their phone. Depending on how the OEM
wants to integrate the feature, HomeLink Connect can be activated
by the physical HomeLink buttons integrated into the vehicle via a
low-energy Bluetooth connection with the phone, or by the virtual
buttons created in the app that populate on the vehicle’s center stack
once the phone is paired.

By oﬀering a combination of RF and cloud-based wireless control, HomeLink remains the
industry standard for comprehensive, reliable vehicle-to-home automation. HomeLink and the
HomeLink Connect app bring convenience to drivers around the world, with ever expanding
compatibility and use cases. They also help automakers simply and securely integrated a robust
home automation platform that provides drivers with an incredible connected-car experience.

MIRROR-INTEGR AT ED B U T TO NS CA N CONT RO L
◼ Thermostats
◼ Door locks
◼ Home lighting
◼ Garage doors
◼ Smart outlets/switches
◼ More!

HOME L INK CONNEC T B ENEF ITS
◼ Interactive garage door opener training
◼ Operate multiple devices with a single button push
◼ Control individual devices or entire routines
◼ Can be integrated with OEM smart vehicle app and
vehicle user interface

